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Dear Delegates, 

It is with great honor that I welcome you to the VIII Conference of DALE Nicaragua. My name is Sofia 

Sansón and this year I have the opportunity of being both Vice-President and Director of English Committees. 

This year the directors have worked like never before to give the delegates the best experience possible. From 

the moment the VII Conference ended, the DALE team has been working nonstop to provide an unforgettable 

conference. Even though we face uncertain times, these are the moments in which we grow and learn. DALE is 

a conference that has changed me in so many ways and has truly helped me improve as a person. DALE 

promotes leadership, creativity, and teamwork, skills that will prove necessary in all of our futures. Participating 

in this conference is both a risk and an adventure, whether you are a delegate or a director.  

This year, delegates have amazing opportunities while choosing their desired committees. With new 

committees at DALE like Criminal Court and the Pan American Health Organization, a look towards the past to 

be part of Augusto Pinochet’s Cabinet, and even debates on Femicides and GMO’s, delegates have a wide 

variety of topics and committees to choose from.  

I hope that all of you can come to this conference and leave with a different perspective of the world. 

Remember that DALE is not just a competition, but a place to grow and learn. Reading this bulletin is the first 

step of your DALE experience, and when the day comes, it will be an honor to see and meet you all as you 

finish your journey with DALE.  

 

Sofia Sanson,

Director of English Committees

Dear Delegates of the Organization of American States Permanent Council, 



Welcome to the VIII Congress of DALE Nicaragua! We are Mariana Lanuza and Maria Andrea               

Sacasa, and this year we are pleased to be your Co-Chairs on the OAS Permanent Council. We look                  

forward to meeting you and offering you a great experience for this DALE Conference. We are thrilled to                  

work with you delegates and make this debate an experience where you can put into practice your skills                  

and profoundly discuss the two major issues that we have prepared for you to discuss. 

Hello, delegates! My name is Mariana Lanuza and this year I will have the pleasure of being your                  

Co-Chair in the Organization of American States Permanent Council during the VIII conference of DALE               

Nicaragua. I am currently a freshman at the American Nicaraguan School; however, for the day of the                 

conference, I will be a sophomore. In my free time, I love reading, especially history books. I also love                   

swimming and ballet and I am very fond of learning new languages. For six years I studied French and I                    

am currently learning Portuguese. I have participated in DALE twice, both English committees. Two years               

ago, in DALE VI, I was part of the United Nations Security Council and this year I participated in the                    

Inter-American Court of Human Rights Committee in which I won Outstanding Delegate. In both of these                

experiences, I learned to formally discuss issues and share my ideas for solutions to current issues in the                  

world. As a delegate, I had the opportunity to embrace the importance of eloquence, leadership and                

collaboration and this year as a co-chair I am looking forward to creating such an experience. I am thrilled                   

to listen to your ideas! I hope you have a wonderful time and I assure you will learn a lot of new                      

information! Wish you luck! Do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions! 

Hello delegates! My name is Maria Andrea Sacasa. I’m thrilled to be a member in this year's staff                  

as a Co-Chair of the OAS Permanent Council. I am from Nicaragua, and I have had the privilege to live in                     

many beautiful places such as Managua, Honduras, Guatemala, and Chinandega. I am currently a senior at                

CEMB(Chinandega). I have taken part in MUN groups since seventh grade, yet when I moved to                



Chinandega my school lacked any club of the kind. Noticing that I was not the only one with a passion for                     

debate I founded the CEMB MUN club. Debating has allowed me to gain multiple skills such as public                  

speaking, critical thinking, and it also made me an active listener. DALE is an unforgettable experience,                

don’t miss it. I look forward to seeing you at the conference! 

Again, it is an honor for us chairs to have you as delegates and hear what ideas you have to                    

propose through the representation of a variety of American countries and how through formal discussion               

you can drive to effective solutions on issues that the Americans face today. You will have the challenge                  

of reaching conclusions with innovative proposals that align with different nations all with different              

circumstances making it all more of an interesting debate! Do not hesitate to contact us with any                 

questions. We wait for you! 

 

Sincerely, 

Mariana Lanuza and Maria Andrea Sacasa 

(mlanuza@ans.edu.ni) and (m.andrea.sacasa@gmail.com)  

Organization of American States 

 

 

What is the OAS Permanent Council? 

The Organization of American States consists of two main bodies which include the Permanent              

Council. It is composed of individual member states each representing a respective country. These are               

responsible to conduct a formal discussion that will assure the continuation of friendly relations and come                

up with peaceful settlements for running disputes. Permanent council carries out essential political             

mailto:mlanuza@ans.edu.ni
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functions, that have resulted to be the base of international agreements and the prevention of menacing                

disagreements to world peace and progress. For this, it is considered the political forum for discussion. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 



Topic A: Malnutrition in the Americas 
Introduction 

Genetically Modified Organisms (GMOs), will they save agriculture or lead it to its downfall?              

The craze over GMOs has many people talking about it’s benefits and risks, however their impact on                 

society is still considered controversial. Technology now allows us to transfer genes between organisms              

and this has become what we now call GMOs. This process is described as a sophisticated version of a                   

cut-and-paste operation. The operation is as follows, first the gene is identified; then the gene is cut and                  

transferred to the target plant; lastly, the gene is pasted into it’s gerome and this creates a strain that is                    

passed on by generation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Types of GMOs 

First of all, there are currently two types of GMOs made, those that produce their own pesticides                 

and those that resist certain herbicides. Pro GMO arguments state that one of the major benefits is that                  

modifying the genes of the plants will bring the decrease of the use of pesticides, however these                 

allegations are proclaimed as false by numerous organizations that say it works the other way around.                

These organizations manifest that the problem with these two types is that at first they might seem as                  



efficient, but naturally weeds and animals mutate. As a result, farmers must use higher doses of                

chemicals and pesticides in order to eliminate them. 

Secondly it has been studied that the use of GMOs result in gene flow and interbreeding from                 

laboratory cultivated and wild seeds. This shift in the native plant genes develop many permanent               

ecological consequences, and the transition in the genes is considered inevitable by institutions like              

Greenpeace and Consumers Union. Thus, this has led GMOs to be blamed for a huge carbon footprint,                 

they are also thought as one of the causes of some species populations, such as the monarch butterfly,                  

have started to accelerate its declining rate. 

 

GMOs History 

The change in the genetic structure of crops and livestock dates back to 10,000 years ago when 

domestic agriculture first began. As a result, every organic and heirloom seed available commercially 

today has been altered by human hands. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) first approved 

GMOs in the USA in 1982. Later on, in 1994 Calgene introduced the Flavr Savr tomato to the grocery 

store shelves, this tomato was modified so that it could have a longer shelf life than regular tomatoes. 

This proved to be a small demonstration of what could be possible with GMOs. 

Their Function 

GMOs were created to serve multiple purposes, however, their main function is to maintain or 

increase the yield of crops while requiring less land and fewer inputs. Conversely, various institutions 

such as Organic Consumers Association and the Non  

GMO Project have taken a stand against GMOs because they claim that even though no  



 Anti GMO protest in 2013. 

long-term safety studies have been done on humans, the ones done on animals link the consumption of 

GMOs to an increase in allergies, kidney and liver disease, ADHD, cancer, infertility, chronic immune 

disorders and more.  

The Organic Consumers Association (OCA) was established to ensure the consumers right to 

safe and healthy food, produced in a just and rich biodiversity farming system, free of pollutants for the 

50 million estimated consumers in the United States. In order to accomplish their mission they engage in 

the consumers marketplace and create pressure campaigns that help the advance of sound food farming 

policies. Moreover they have created a campaign named Millions Against Monsantos, that focuses on 

educating and supporting labeling initiatives. 

 

The Agro Companies 

Last but not least it is thought that big agro chemical companies such as MONSANTOS, Bayer,                

Dupont, etc. are trying to control seed distribution around the world. Seed distribution means that               

farmers will have to acquire all seeds from the manufacturers and they will have to repurchase them                 

after every season. The farmers will also find themselves obliged to buy the weed killers and pesticides                 

from these companies. In other words, farming could stop being a collaborative practice and instead the                

farming industry could become financially dependent on the agro chemical multinational businesses.            

Thus, creating an agricultural monopoly on particular seeds. In addition MONSANTOS has been             

accused of employing PR firms and front groups to spy and influence journalists and critics, using                

different tactics to mislead, intimidate, and discredit them. Later in early May of 2019 a California trial                 

made public an 18 page document where it was revealed that they had hired an elite spy firm named                   



Hakluyt (which is formed by two MI6 veterans). Not only does this tamper with public information on                 

GMOs, but it could also be insight into these large companies’ ulterior motives. 

Regulations 

Internationally, individual governments regulate GMOs differently. Some countries focus 

primarily on the assessment of risks for the consumer, while others not only take health into account but 

also environmental risks and trade related issues. However, there are countries that have no regulations 

on GMO foods, yet products on the international market have to pass a safety assessment that is usually 

based on Codex documents. The Codex documents are food safety guidelines that contribute to the 

quality and fair trade of international food products. The standards are based on information provided by 

science organizations, independent international risk assessment bodies or consultations organized by 

the FAO/WHO. Getting to know your country’s regulations is not only vital to your contribution to the 

committee, but also to your opinion on certain other topics that are related. 

Financial Aspect (Producer-Consumer) 

Various factors impact the cost of food. Yet, a study done in 2010 by Graham Brookes an 

agricultural economist showed that GMOs keep prices low. In the study, he concluded that the cost of 

corn-based products estimated would be priced six percent higher and soy beans would see a ten percent 

increase. Studies have also shown that from 1996-2012 the use of GMO products have generated a net 

farm income benefit of around $116.6 billion. Meanwhile organic foods are significantly more 

expensive than GMOs, with some being 50% more expensive  This is due to the reason that when 

producing organic foods, pesticides are frequently not used so a great quantity of the production can be 



infected as a result the industry is forced to grow more to compensate for the loss. When developing 

your arguments you should consider the ecological, economic, social and political consequences these 

might have in the Americas, and your specific country. 

 

Questions the Debate Should Answer 

Introduction 

● What are GMOs and how do they work? 

● What are some benefits and risks of their use? 

● Which industries are the biggest producers/developers of GMOs? 

Historical Context 

● When were they first developed? 

● What was the main reason behind their creation? 

● What are some institutions taking a stand against GMOs and what are their reasons for               

opposition? 

● Where have biofortified food projects been considered safe, and when were they allowed             

permission in such nations? 

● What deceitful actions have been taken by MONSANTOS? 

 

Essence of the Debate: 

● Review regulations that have been placed to ensure a safe agricultural development. 

● Evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of GMOs in agricultural, economical, and           

political fields. 



● Generate new laws that ensure the safety of the consumers. 

● Inspect the allegations faced by GMO companies, such as MONSANTOs. 

● Determine the impact GMOs will cause on multiple fields such as, environmental,            

economical, etc. 

Topics that should be Discussed: 

● Their impact on society 

● Their negative and positive aspects on the agricultural field 

● Regulations that should be established for sustainable development. 

● Laws that ensure that GMO companies work fairly. 

● Biofortified foods and new programs to combat world hunger. 

Guiding Questions: 

● Is there a way in which GMOs can revolutionize agriculture in a safe way? 

● Can GMOs be considered safe to consume? 

● Should GMO companies be allowed to control seed distribution around the world? 

● Should more countries welcome biofortified food programs? 

● Will they have a bigger negative impact than a positive one? 

● Can private companies be trusted with their creation? 



 



Topic B: Femicide in the Americas  
Introduction: 
 

Femicide at first can be a very confusing term. It is defined as the killing of a woman by a                    

man because she is a woman. But why of all types of killings with all different kinds of causes,                   

gender and prevalence should this one be particularly identified and studied? Why should gender be               

specifically designated at all? Why is it not just classified as a murder? This current problem is                 

characterized for its discriminatory    

nature and is widely being identified as a        

salient global epidemic - especially in      

Latin America. Yes, an epidemic. That is       

the answer. This is an occurrence that       

does not happen once or twice a year to         

one or two women but a total of 50,000         

women in just 2017. Behind it all there        

is a correlation within society, not only in the numbers and extreme rates but culture and behavior all                  

the way from personal interactions between average citizens to impactful governmental decisions.            

These characteristics are extensively shown in Latin America, where 14 countries out of the 25               

countries have the highest rate of femicide in the world. Studies have shown that these countries                

possess social faults that have prevented the extrication of this issue, which includes social instability               

which comes with a lack of education as well as political chaos.  



El Salvador, Jamaica, Honduras, Colombia, Bolivia, Venezuela, Belize, Brazil, Ecuador,          

Argentina, Dominican Republic, Nicaragua all of these countries have massive numbers of femicide             

rates and they all hold one thing in common: poverty. According to Investopedia out of all Latin                 

American countries, only one can be considered a developed country and that is Chile, which the                

Atlantic Council assures has femicide rates that are lower than many other countries including              

non-Latin American countries, with a total of 45 femicides in 2019. This number is so diminutive in                 

contrast with developing countries such as El Salvador with a total of 2,795 femicides (2017);               

Colombia, 200 femicides (2017), and Brazil, where shockingly four women are killed every day. But               

why would poverty be at all related to the killing of women? This all lies in one-word, education,                  

which significantly links with poverty that if enforced will lead to massive social improvement.              

People who live in poor conditions usually have poor education. Developing countries present a              

weakness in their education which according to UNESCO, almost a quarter of young women aged               

15-24 (116 million) in developing countries never completed primary school. It is through education              

that people gain knowledge and develop their skills to work in society. However, when women don’t                

take these measures their opportunity to thrive in society and free themselves from financial              

dependency from men is not quite easy. Additionally, quality education does not only include              

knowledge such as sciences, mathematics, literature, history. Governments should move towards           

more organized societies based on respect, vital for adequate behavior and equal rights among men               

and women. However, how can that be achieved? 

Of all Latin American countries that have been mentioned to be characterized by extreme              

poverty, they are the same to notoriously be more characterized by its non-dissolving corruption,              

from President Nicolas Maduro to Evo Morales, and Jair Bolsanaro. Many Latin American countries              



face one of the highest rates of femicide, where inadequate behaviors against women are clear to see.                 

However, as much as this issue is known to be worryingly prevalent and globally known to be                 

particularly abundant in Latin American countries the governmental authorities seem to not notice.             

This is a major problem that politicians have treated as minor and with non-compliance to the norms                 

that have been applied to combat it. However, there is also a lack of legislature to protect women                  

from these atrocities. This issue is disregarded in such a way that the (Inter-American Court of                

Human Rights) IACHR has directly stated that "The commission calls… to implement            

comprehensive strategies to prevent these acts, fulfill its obligation to investigate, prosecute and             

punish those responsible, as well as to offer protection and comprehensive reparation to all victims,"               

the IACHR said in a statement. This is exactly what Latin American countries should be doing                

however, it should go further than only implementations. For example, Nicaragua passed the Ley 779               

which aimed to protect women. It included the confirmation that femicide is a definite crime and                

must be punished as well as gender-based violence. However, the year after it was passed there were                 

a total of 60,000 cases of gender-based violence that have been reported to the Nicaraguan Police                

which in the utilization of previous laws were not classified as abuse. The same occurred with                

femicide rates, so concerningly abundant that Nicaragua refuses to provide specific numbers. Cases             

were resolved through mediation with no formal investigation. Like many countries, Nicaragua is an              

example of structural support with no enforcement. Nevertheless, it is inevitable to not overlook this               

situation. Even though there was the passing of this law, there was not any notable financial aid to                  

enforcement institutions. Nicaragua is only one example of governmental defiance and impunity in             

their system; there are many other countries that use that same strategy and are getting away with it.                  

That is why Latin American countries must delete a chain of problems that are hindering our                

http://www.oas.org/en/iachr/media_center/PReleases/2019/024.asp


progress: the elimination of corruption will lead to less poverty, leading to the decrease and hopefully                

close end of femicide.  

 

 

Women raise their hands as they protest against gender violence and femicide in Puebla, 

Mexico, February 22, 2020.  

In conclusion, the causes of high femicide are widely associated with governmental and social              

instability leading to high rates of poverty, non-ceasing corruption to high rates of femicide. In order                

for Latin Americans to lower their high rates of femicide, they must enforce their education and that it                  

must be available among citizens and have a government that would be willing to take these actions                 

and comply with them fully. This would include regulations that criminalize gender-based violence             

and femicide. These are both preventive measures and tackling strategies in order to create an               

evolutionary development of a generation that will have respect for women and where women won’t               

need to live in fear, especially among those who are part of their familiar surroundings. It is important                  

to engage in a debate were multiple parties with different views can compromise to create actual                



agreements that will be impactful in Latin American society. Additionally, when making these, it is               

important to find a balance of the between governmental budget, terminology, statutory legal capacity              

and public opinion. 

 

 

Questions the Debate Should Answer 

Introduction 

● What is femicide and why has it become so prevalent over the Americas? 

● Countries with the most salient femicide situation in the Americas. 

● Governments and organizations that work for the resolving of this issue? 

Historical Context: 

● What is the origin and importance of the term femicide? 

● How has femicide “evolved” throughout the years? 

● What have been governmental responses until today? 

Essence of the Debate: 

● Examine international conventions and declarations applied regarding this issue 

● Develop new law or governmental regulations that will help reinforce the position to protect              

the integrity and life of women 

● Search for possible preventive measures 

● Reinforce the rights that are being violated (right of life, equal protection, etc.)  

● Take action against violence and discrimination against women  

● Guarantee or improve the security of women under such threat (+ Governmental support) 



Topics that should be discussed: 

● Protection of women from violence. 

● Judicial punishment reinforcements (Amnesty issues) 

● Law enforcement (related to woman’s rights and investigatory methods) 

● High rates of violence against women in Latin America 

● Lack of financial support to the cause against femicide 

Guiding Questions: 

● What is the role of the government in response to the issue of femicide and its obligation to                  

protect the right of women? 

● To what level are NGOs involved in the support of women presented with the threat of                

gender-related killings domains? 

● What are the obstacles that are being faced regarding the attempt of resolving this issue? And                

what strategies will the international community implement to surpass such obstacles? 

● Why is it necessary for constitutions to recognize this issue and invest its time and regulatory                

powers? 

● What are the consequences of violence against women and girls? 

● What are the specific causes of violence against women and girls? 
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